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Swan Lake | 2:52 

[Tchaikovsky] 
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Second Piano Concerto 

| 4:48 [Rachmaninov] 
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Caruso | 5:30 
[Dalla] 
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Air ona G String | 4:50 

[Bach] 
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The Nutcracker Suite | 4:17 
[Tchaikovsky] 
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Concerto for Clarinet | 3:21 
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Nocturne in C Sharp | 4:33 
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8 
Intermezzo from Cavalliera 

Rusticana | 3:26 [Mascagni] 
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River Flows in You | 3:00 

[Yiruma] 

10 
Lascia Ch’io Pianga | 4:29 

[Handel] 
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The Lonely Shepherd | 3:33 
[Last] 
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Piano Concerto No. 21 

| 7:24 [Mozart] 

13 

Nocturne | 7:08 
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Nessun Dorma | 2:57 
[Puccini] 
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Lacrimosa | 2:53 
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16 

Adagio for Strings | 0:00 
[Barber] 
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Imagine, as a very young child, being so transfixed by the sound 

of a cello you heard on the radio that you look around you, gather 

Mi arehX=\"(-1en Cele Ker-lamilacem-lace mda mon tat-l<-e-Rer-)i (oman dal-Malelel-Matl-1g 

you can play it, just to create that magical sound yourself. 

That is how it all began — in the town of Pula, Croatia — for HAUSER, 

the dynamic young cellist who has rocketed to fame as half of the 

genre-busting worldwide musical sensation 2CELLOS. 



After almost a decade of crisscrossing the 

globe and filling its greatest venues with 

his partner Luka Sulic in 2CELLOS, HAUSER 

makes the best of all possible dreams come 

true with this solo album, a personal playlist of 

“the most beautiful, most romantic melodies 

ever written in classical music, by the greatest 

composers, played on the most beautiful and 

romantic instrument of all — the cello.” 

“It was part of my life basically from birth,” he 

says of classical music. “Art and music were 

big parts of everything with my family, in our 

house — always. It influenced all of us. Not just 

me: My brother, my sister, we were raised in 

this classical music environment. | was just a 

iN WAYA-t-1eome) (eM al-10m Mal-t-1aem-Mer-)|(eMelamaal-Me-lel le) 

for the first time, playing Saint-Saéns’ ‘The 

Swan’. | just fell in love with the sound. When 

| first heard it. It was like...| can’t describe 

it. It’s not usual for a child to know what he 

wants at an early age. But that was the sound. 

| remember thinking, ‘That’s it.” 

The story comes full circle with this album, 

Talked smilar-liNare lem olay ie(--e-MUlal(e[e(-Me)s)elel ace laliatg 

for HAUSER and his cello to “adapt” these 

immortal melodies — most never before arranged 

to feature the cello — for themselves and let 

them sing as never before. He could hardly be 

blamed for calling each of these pieces “the 

most iconic” or “the most beautiful” or “the 

most romantic” melody in classical music. 

Because they are. 

HAUSER collaborated with producer Nick Patrick 

and with orchestrator Robin Smith to arrange 

these melodies that he selected from the 

classical canon. They run the gamut from the 

eF-TgolelO(-M-1(-)-4-]a(e-Meymat-lale(-1e-lalem aat-M->.e [UL I) a=) 

calm of Mozart, to the soaring passion of 

Tchaikovsky and Puccini and the soulful 

contemplation of the 20th century American 

composer Samuel Barber. 

In the spirit of romance and beauty, HAUSER 

chose to include three relatively new melodies 

— the passionate Italian ballad “Caruso,” James 

Last’s instrumental favorite “The Lonely 

Shepherd” and the serene “River Flows in 

You” by the South Korean pianist/composer 

Yiruma. If not technically “classical,” they are 

becoming classics — music that is universal 

and immediate in its appeal, enduring in its 

power to soothe, to elate, to inspire. 

“I feel like I’m on a mission, 

because this world has gone 

crazy in so many ways,” 

HAUSER says of his inspiration 

for this recording. 

“This is what the world needs now. 

These melodies. This music, 

with soul and heart, 

performed on the cello.” 
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